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2000 Alumni Expected For Silver Anniversary Celebration June 3-4
700 STUDENTS TO
MARK BALLOTS AT
TODAY'S ELECTION
Frances,

Bricker Invited to Bowling Green

Humphrey,

LONG ANNOUNCES BRICKER TO SPEAK AT ALUMNI DINNER
FESTIVE PROGRAM JUNE 4; FIVE OF ORIGINAL FACULTY
FOR SENIOR WEEK TO BE HONORED IN GALA FESTIVITIES
Cla»s Day Featured In

Lilley In Race For

Week's Activities Suhrie

Newt Editorship

Will Speak June 3

si,X^i,laAtlV,t'eS P'ann?dl.f°': R«'«ling Green State University » Silver Anniversary celebration
of June 3 and 4
More than 1200 alumni and former students of the Univer-

Their interest aroused by preKermit Long, president of the sen
?„rw,eX|,,'C,e<?, ,0 retUrn f°J the Jubilee ^lebration
Faculty
ior class, announced early yesterday anH
and town commit(tec* are perfecting plans for the two-day celeelection campaigning .more than
the
official
Senior
Week
program,
bration wh.ch will be held simultaneously with Commencement
700 students are expected to cast
featuring class day. a vuriety of en-^exercises.
'■allots today to choose heads of
tertainment and prominent speakers
Approximately 450 former students
campus publications and memfor commencement week June 1-5.
are expected at the Silver Anniverbers of the Student Council and
Culminating several weeks work,
sary banquet which will be held at
the committee on the commencement
Social Committee, in the annual
6:80 P. If. Saturday, June 3. in
week program with Paul Moore as
BhaUol Hall. Outstanding features
spring elections. Polls will open
chairman. presented the official
Of the ilmner program include an adat 8 a. m. and close at 4 p. m.
schedule to President Long.
drets by Dr. Ambrose L. Suhrie of
Heading the list of offices sought
Opening the week with a "SheepNew York University and a historical
is that of editor of the Bee Gee News
skin Scramble" at 7 P. M. in the Resummary of the University's growth
for which Anthony Frances, Richard
ception Hall, followed by a theatre
by Dr. II. B. Williams, president em.
Lilley, and Gordon Humphrey are
crash for graduating sophomores and
evitus and director of alumni revieing. The winner will take office
lations.
seniors, the events to follow will
Feb. 1, 1940.
mark this as the most outstanding
Five faculty members who were
senior week in many years.
Frances has had two full years
on mbeM of the original University
The raising of the senior colors on
of experience in editing the paper,
staff ii, 1914 will he honored. They
the University circle will mark the
and instrumental in bringing about
are Dr. H. B. Williams; Dr. J. R.
highlights of the Class Day, June 2.
the increased site of the sheet. Lilley,
Overman, dean of the College of Arts
Governor John W. Bricker <left) la »een with Ralph A. Schaller,
The flag, fitting in with the Silver
chief editorial writer and copy readand Sciences; Prof. G. W. Beattie,
president
of
the
Alumni
Association
of
Bowling
Green
State
University.
er, is the C. G. A. candidate. HumpAnniversary, will be blue and silver.
former professor of agriculture;
Schaller U Inviting Governor Bricker to speak at the University* Stiver
Class day exercises will be held in
hrey, has won favorable comment
Prof. E. L. Moscley, professor emeriAnniversary celebration on June 3-4V
with his "Knock Before You Enter"
tus of biology and curator of the
the auditorium at 10 A. M. The day's
activities will be culminated with a
column and has been editor of the
University museum; and Dr. Rea Mcgraduate dinner at Shatzel Hall and
University News Section of the SenCain, professor of English.
tinel-Tribune.
dance in the Reception Hall.
Another feature of the banquet will
be the introduction of Dr. Frank J.
The entire day of June 8 is planOther important races, those for
OaeovHs Meistw ..
ned for alumni activities and enterProut, who became University pressenior seats in the Student Council,
tainment. Dr. Ambrose Suhrie of New
ident on April 1. As representatives
will be watched with interest since
of the students, Mrs. Martha Harvey
the president of the Council will, no
Bowling Green State University has witnessed a $923,000 York University will speak at the
Parquette of Toledo will speak for
doubt, be selected from the winners. building program in the last two years, increasing the number ilumni dinner at Shatzel Hall at
the Class of 1916 and Kermit Long of
Abe Keown is the only member who of buildings 50 per cent and including the construction of a 6:30.
Bellevuc, president of the Class of
Rev. Donald II. Tippett, pastor at
seems fairly assured of re-election as stadium, women's gym, swimming pool, men's dormitory, out-door
191)9, will reply.
a senior representative.
theatre, general campus landscaping, and the reconstruction of Bexley Methodist Church, Columbus,
Ohio, will deliver the baccalaureate
Banquet guests will be introduced
A hot race is expected between Rex the University auditorium.
by R. A. Schaller of Bowling Green,
This rapid and large scale expansion program has marked sermon, Sunday, June 4.
Moorhead and Richard Fruth for asGrazia Grant Will Be
and the invocation will be given by
The week will be climaxed by the
Bowling Green as one of the most progressive universities in the
sistant editor of the Key.
the Rev. George Wilson of Ada.
academic procession and commenceestate.
Campus Government Association
Crowned Tuesday
Dinner music will be furnished by
ment on June fi. Dr. Charles W. GilStadium Sr.l. 4.000
candidates for Student Council and Fostoria Verse-Speaking
the University Trio.
The stadium, completed in 1937 at key, Dean of the University of ChiThe originator of the May Day
Social Committee were announced Choir In Chapel Today
The General Committee in charge
■in approximate cost of $44,000 has cago Chapel will deliver the com- celebration is still on the campus and
in last week's News. The nucleus of
The verse-speaking choir from a seating capacity of 4000. The sta- mencement address.
still in general charge of the tradi- of the program consists of: Dr. Walthe party is made up of members of
ter A. Zaugg, chairman; Prof. C. F.
President Long expresses his interthe now extinct Student Government Fostoria High School will appear dium faces u completely renovated est and hopes for a successful week tional activity.
Reebs, Dr. Florence Litchfield, Prof.
here in assembly this morning. AH and modernized athletic field; the
League.
The history of the festivity dates
far as is known, it is the only high gridiron hus been tiled and resodded; in his official statement to the back to 1924, when Miss Caroline Charles Church, and Miss Marveline
Striking a note of mystery, the C.
Day.
school verse-speaking choir in north- the cinder track has been extended NEWS: "I think we have an excep- Nielsen, sponsor of the graduating
C. O. party is withholding the names
western Ohio. This will be its se- ard new jumping pits have been con- tionally good program planned this class and head of the foreign language
(Continued on page 3, col. 2)
of its candidates from publication. cond appearance here as it took part
structed. The entire lay-out gives year, and I hope that many of the department, suggested the innovatAdditional interest was supplied to in the Speech Festival, May 1.
alumni
will
accept
our
cordial
invitBowling Green one of the best fields
ion.
the election last week when Ernest
ation to take advantage of not only
Mr. C. F. Leitner is the director of in the state.
This project was only one of the
Haddock, fiery sophomore orator, an- the choir and of dramatics arts at
our
commencement
week
but
also
of
With the completion of the wonounced the formulation of a new Fostoria High School. He has dir- men's gym and the natatorium, coup- the Silver Anniversary which will be many which began because of her In
fluence that year. Outstanding, were
independent party.
ected many difficult plays, and this led with the present men's gym, Bowl- celebrated at the same time."
the revival of the year book, now
The student council hopes to have spring the senior class will present ing Green's physical education plant
known as the Key, establishment of
results available by 6 p. m. today.
will be the best equipped in Ohio. Welda Berlincourt Win*
"Judgment Day" by Elmer Rice.
the formal academic procession at
The new gym and the pool, which
commencement, and the class day
were built simultaneously at a cost Priscilla Beach
program; all of which have become
of S305,000, are both located north
traditions of the senior class.
Theatre
Scholarship
of the men's gym. The new natatorThis year's May Queen, Grazia
ium is located between the two gyms
Grant, Defiance, is the fifteenth
Miss Welda Berlincourt of Fre- ruler of the gala affair, and will be
THURSDAY, JUNE 1
and connected with them from each
7:00-9:00 P. M. The Sheepskin Scramble—Reception Hall
side by runways. The pool will be mont, junior at Bowling Green State attended by Miss Helen Smeltz, Wil9:15 P. M. Theatre Party Crash (For graduating Seniors and equipped for swimming meets, and University, last week received a sum- lard, the last graduating sophomore
Sophomores)
will contain accommodations for mer scholarship to the Priscilla Beach who will receive this honor, because
Theatre at Plymouth, Mass.
spectators.
FRIDAY, JUNE 2
of the extension of the two-year eleThe scholarship entitles Miss Ber- mentary course.
Dormitory Ready For Fall
CLASS DAY
The first men's dormitory on Bowl- lincourt to an intensive course in
10:00 A. M. Senior Class Day Exercises—Auditorium
Miss Nielsen states that the high
ing Green's campus will be ready for dramatics and a chance to try out spots of the day—the royal processMarie
in
New
York
after
June
20
for
Broadoccupation
this
fall.
The
dorm,built
Class Oration—Paul Moore
ion, dancing on the green, winding
at a cost of 1210,000 will accommodate way productions.
Class History—Kermit Long
of the May pole, music, and the dance
Although more than 1,000 col- —will be carried out "in a more
about 100 men. The outstanding feaSong—Mary Gaines
ture of the three story structure, is legians made application, only 40 picturesque manner than usual" for
Class Poem—Margaret Zaugg
the lay-out on the top floor for the received scholarships this year. the pleasure of the many students,
Class Prophecy—Peggy Slade
Scholarships are awarded on the ba- alumni, and friends who are planning
purpose of operating a co-op.
Music
One of the first projects under- sis of recommendations, college to attend.
11:00 A. M. Class Gift Presentation and President's Acceptance
"PoesroEHT Fftemitl, 9noor
taken in the expansion program was grades, and experience in Little TheaAuditorium
the remodeling of the University tre and college dramatics.
11:20 A. M. Senior Class Colors Hoisted
auditorium at a cost of approxi- The Priscilla Beach colony has one
1:50 P. M. All Activities for Recreation open to Graduates
main theatre, a tryout theatre, and
6:30 P. M. Graduates' Dinner—Shatzel Hall
(Continued on page 6, col. 3)
an outdoor theatre. Students produce
8:30 P. M. Graduates' Dance—Reception Hall (Spring Formal)
plays at Cape Cod during the summer.
SATURDAY, JUNE 3
This last quarter of a century has left to us a fairly large
Quillen Aids Accounting
ALUMNI DAY
and an increasingly influential alumni body. In planning
Dr. Bourne Speaks At
9:30 A. M. Registration of Alumni (Administration Building) Students Land Position*
for the future of this institution the time has now arrived
II .00 A. M. Reunion of Honorary and Professional Societies
Professor B. B. Quillen, head of the Convention In Indiana
when we must ask for a strong co-operation from our for12:00 Noon Sorority and Fraternity Luncheons
Accounting Department, has innaugmer students. Give to us your constant and helpful inter3:00-5:00 P. M. Informal Tea Dance—Reception Hall
urated on this campus one of the
est Seek out and turn in our direction the high grade
Dr. Ruth Bourne spoke on the sub6:30 P. M. Alumni Dinner—Shatzel Hall
most unique and effective employ- ject "Fellowships" st the Indiana
young people of your communities. This is perhaps your
Speaker: Dr. Ambrose Suhrie, New York University
ment aids for student placement in state convention of the American
greatest possible service,—both to them and to us.
SUNDAY, JUNE 4
recent years.
Keep interested in the students whom you know. Often
Association of University Women at
BACCALAUREATE DAY
With the cooperation of Phi Alpha Richmond, Indiana, May 5-6.
they need the stimulation of a few words of encouragement
8:00 P. M. Baccalaureate Service—Auditorium
Chi, the newly organized accounting
to keep them at their best or even to keep them in college.
Sermon by Rev. Donald T. Tippett, Pastor-Bexley
fraternity, 200 letters have been sent
Interest your members of the Legislature in our financial
Methodist Church, Columbus, Ohio
to key industries in this part of Ohio
and building needs. Come back frequently to the camLowrie
Write*
Article
4:30 P. M. Reception (at Rock-Garden Pool)
introducing candidates for accountpus to enjoy again your favorite activities.
8:00 P. M. Silver Anniversary Celebration—Auditorium
ing positions and requesting person- On Racial Intermarriage
Finally, keep in mind the Silver Anniversary celeMONDAY, JUNE 5
al interviews.
bration, June 3 to June 5. We shall be happy to have you
A COMMENCEMENT DAY
Many replies have been pouring in
join in the festivities that shall mark our entrance into the
An article entitled "Racial and
10:00 A M. Academic Procession
daily and the department expects to National Intermarriage in a Brazilsecond quarter of century of growth and service to the young
10:80 A M. Commencement—Auditorium
again place its graduates 100 per ian City", written by Dr. Samuel H.
people who shall come to us for their college training.
Address: Dr. Charles W. Gilkey, Dean of Chapel,
cent. This same plan, on a smaller Lowrie, associate professor of sociolSincerely,
University of Chicago
scale, proved successful last year, the ogy, was published in the March issue
FRANK J. PROUT
12:00 Noon Senior Colors Lowered
department head stated.
of the American Journal of Sociology.
President

May Day Founder

UNIVERSITY'S TWO YEAR IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM APPROACHES $1,000,000 MARK

Miss Nielsen, Who
Founded May Day,
Still In Charge

New Prexy

Commencement Week Program

■

Alumni Guide Future Of University,
President Prout Says in Message
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Important Figures In Silver Anniversary Celebration

By
Gordon Humphrey
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THE BEE GEE NEWS FAVORS
Social room for men where men can smoke and talk.
Program of activities to halt the suit case parade.
Construction of a new science building.
Increase school spirit behind athletic teams and the
growing traditions of B. G. S. U.

25*YEAR RECORD SHOWS
REMARKABLE PROGRESS
It might be well for students of this University to take time out to glance over the progress
made here in the last 25 years. The past record
is truly remarkable. Without bragging or Reeming sentimental we can point out numerous
achievements of Bowling Green State University.
.
Twenty-five years ago the campus was just
another plot of ground; today that plot of ground
is the site of a progressive University that
doesn't need to take a back seat for any other
university its size in the United States.
When the University opens its doors next
September it will have one of the best physical
education plants in the country, and one that far
surpasses any other university of its size.
The physical education department, however
is only typical of many other departments within the institution. And Bowling Green has the
one thing so many other institutions lack; i. e., a
faculty large enough and efficient enough to
handle the task of educating its students.
Twenty-five years of growth at Bowling Green
is just another way of spelling progress.

CAMPUS CONSCIOUSNESS
STOPS SUITCASE PARADE
If one were to ask the most successful of our
alumni what phases of his college life contributed
most to his success, he would invariably declare,
"active participation in extra-curricular activities."
Thin year more students are staying on the
campus over week-ends than ever have before.
The News has continuously argued for a gradual
elimination of the "suit case parade," and the
situation is improving. In a few words, students are more and more becoming "campus
conscious." They are wisely taking advantage
of everything the University has to offer, and
in return they are contributing to its progress
and achievements in sports, debate, drama,
music, and other activities.
Characteristically,
too, they are forming close associations with
professors.
The halt in the suit case parade, therefore,
has contributed greatly to Bowling Green State
University's growth and progress. It is important in bringing the stamp "University" (in
the real sense of the word) upon this school.

WHY MUST THE U.S. 'DEFEND'
ITSELF IN THE NEXT WAR?
If the United States becomes involved in an
European war, one of the most dominant reasons will be the feeling of inevitability which has
pervaded American public opinion.
Ask the average college student whether he
believes the United States can keep out of any
war in Europe, and he will invariably answer
that such neutrality is impossible.
Ask the average college professor whether
America can undertake a policy of isolation in
regard to European internal difficulties, and
he will immediately answer with the professional fallacy that the United States is at present
so involved in European trade, that modern communication and transportation binds the world
so close together, that American isolation is
impossible in time of war.
And thus the feeling goes. If the great
motherlands and fatherlands breed war, we
teem to feel that we must inevitably enter into
the bloody extermination of the offspring.
Even though one of the best airplanes built
in Europe was recently unable to negotiate the
distance between Europe and the United States
without a load of bombs; even though experts
have shown that no country has enough ships
to transport a conquering army to our shores,
the feeling that we must arm so that we might
"defend" ourselves persists.
There is no foundation for this belief as far
as a military factor is concerned. The only reason for an "inevitability" is in the possible reluctance on the part of those financially connoted with Europe to forego the inviting profits of a war. As in the past, so in the present!
"God Save America!"

PROGRESS:
The returning alumni will really have something to
celebrate when they attend the Silver Anniversary celebration in June. The longer they've been away from here
the more they'll have to celebrate. The 25 years of Bowling Green's existence have been a quarter century of
rapid progress. Very few educational plants can boast
the progress made by this University in so short a period.
Look over the line up of buildings, faculty, etc. and compare them with other institutions of 1200 students.

RADIO:
Television became a marketable product with the opening of the New York World Fair, April 30. It may become general in time to bring radio out of its slump.'
And if by any chance you don't think radio is in a slump
today just turn on your four-tube super-staticfied and
allow yourself to be bored stiff for a few hours by some
of the alleged entertainment thereof. If you can weather
those day-time dramas you're a stauncher stoic than I,
you idiotic soak, and may the sharks tread easy on your
gullibility.
Advertisers aro going so far as to interrupt some of
the better news commentators every five minutes to tell
us all about ipty pipiy wash rags. The few good programs left on the air are being wrecked by excessive
advertising; in fact, you can count on the fingers of
one hand the programs worth the time of an intelligent
person. The War Cry carried a statement last year to
the effect that after 14 years of broadcasting the best
thing on the air is a ventriloquist's dummy. But for
every dummy on the air there arc a million to hear him.

SAFE ENOUGH:
The most appealing thing about the good ol' U. S. A.
riirht now is its geography. Canada and Mexico arc the
only countries in the world so located as to launch a
successful invasion vs. the U. S., and there's no danger
from either one. Canada has nothing we want, and we
huve nothing she wants. And Mexico knows when it's
well off. As for these air invasions from Europe—apple
sauce—:i - k anyone who knows the first rule of military
tactics. What we can't figure out Is what everyone is
getting excited about. The only air invasion we need
worry about is the hot air type.

DRIPPINGS:
It's rumored about that Herr Hitler has a plan whereby he can invade England in four months. The English
shouldn't worry. Napoleon had the same plan; in fact,
he had a hundred plans for the same thing, but he was
smart enough to know that he'd never get out of England once he got in. Hitler isn't exactly a moron either.

Kei mit Long, right, ■■ president of the senior clnae, is in charge of the Senior Week
represent the student body by speaking i it the Silver Anniversary banquet, June 3. Dr. W.
chairmen of the general committee in chi irge of the program for the celebration of the Silver
Ambrose Suhrie, center, of New York Unit arsity, will be the main speaker at the alumni dinner
niversary Celebration, June 3.

program and will
A. Zaugg, left i»
Anniversary. Dr.
of the Silver An-

—

Clip Here For Silver Jubilee Banquet

DR. PROUT THANKS
STUDENT ASSISTANTS
WHO GRADED TESTS

DR. H. B. WILLIAMS
Director of Alumni Relations
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio.
DEAR MR. WILLIAMS:
Please reserve ....
. plate(s) for me at the Silver
Anniversary Jubilee Banquet in Shatzcl Hall, at 6:30 p. m.
Saturday, June 3, at tl per plate.
I am enclosing my check for $
; 1 prefer
to pay at the door.
(check one).
I understand that attendance is limited to 400 persons and
that preference will be given to reservations which are returned
early.

To the Members of the Student Body:
I am delighted with the success of
the scholarship contest. Particularly
am I pleased with the unselfish efforts of so many of our students who
assisted. It was hard work. It meant
a real sacrifice of time. May you have
your reward in the knowledge that
you made 1200 boys and girls very
happy and very much interested in
college. As you go along in life you
will find that the great satisfactions
are those of service. Few cases of
service will bring greater returns
than will come from Saturday's efforts. My thanks to you.
Sincerely,
FRANK J. PROUT,
President

Signature
Address
ATLANTIC WHITE FLASH
Motor Oil and Gasoline
"more miles for your money"

WHITE FLASH STA.
Cor. Wash, and Main

STOOTS
RESTAURANT
THE EATING PLACE

To revive an aged gag: If all the brains in the world
were laid end to end, Musser wouldn't be represented.
All Musser is he owes to his mother; Sunday he's going
to pay her the two cents and call it even.

OF ALUMNI AND
Here's good news for the out door
girl.

I'll string along with II. C. Witwer when he raves
about HER: "She could of spotted Venus five cans of
complexion cream and then made the noted model look
like an overworked dishwasher." Some frail.

Sport togs by Lampl, perfect

STUDENTS
Lunchct

Short Orders

for all out door activities at a price
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

you can well afford.
Also slacks, farmerettes, shorts and

216 S. MAIN ST.

culottes.

ON THE Q. T.

by
BOYD
MUSSER

Colors and sizes up to 48.
You will find plenty of bargains at
our store.

The two house mothers of the Dormitories, Mrs. Relnolds and Mrs. McWilliams are two very congenial persons. It takes more than brains to be able to understand. And there good understanding doesn't necessarily come from the size of the shoe!

THE SMART SHOP
146 S. Main St.

"The fact still remains that we have our suitcase
parade," Mr. Stone said. If you could give us a solution
to the problem we'd be very glad. Stone.
"Beetle Brow" Humphrey's face would make a good
excuse for some one to invent a new type of execution.

iiimmniiiHH

Hitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniit

MI in i!

\

A GENUINE HOTPOINT
ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR
Hotpoint now offers you a bif.
family-size refrigerator, with
lots of .forage apace. that
operates quietly and economically, and is the last word in
dependability.
Hotpoint believes these aro the things you
want
your
refrigerator
to
have.
Vacuum sealed thriftmaster
mechanism allsteel cabinet and
stainless steel speed freezer!

(And speaking of burnt bearings, the way 'Beetle'
talks, he must have a few cogs missing someplace.)

For Only $149.95

Charlie Horse would like to know from what animal
they obtain track meet.

OHIO NORTHERN
PUBLIC SERVICE CO.

FOR GRADUATION

Art Shanly says, "It seems only logical that we should
say 'Amen' in church, because we sing 'hymn*' instead
of 'A«r«.'

means

VJ

I Ay I [N9 of course!

It would be great to have transparent suitcases. Then
one could detect an undie-eover maul

Tasty Tid-Bits

One day it's hot, next day it's cold. Even the thermometer has its ups and downs.
Professor Schwarx says we might have a dictator form
of government in case of war. Oh well, we've had Ohio
tut, I* eyeing us for years.
Cosch Ockerman was explaining the finer points in
baseball last week. He did it so impressively that nobody
moved a mitt, threw a side glance, or batted an eye.
Dwight Toedter misunderstood Coach Landis last
week. Instead of hearing "race the 440 tonight" he heard
"64-40 or fight." So he up and slugs the time-keeper!
Hitler speaks to his throngs from behind a large bullet-proof glass. Even that takes a lot of sand.

#It's a graml old American custom—
this tradition that says "(live an Elgin at
graduation!" Why not come in note and
choose one of our newest Klgins for your
young graduate? We have a wide selection of the latest star-timed models. And
Elgin price* run from $16.50 to $750.00.

A—11/ H***. Am

33Z5

MaKfjaHjaa
I— K'w Flam tanrff /air

»*•***^—'*0075

C—t-imJj ainai ■>■ —r.
u K mm. mUfBU. 4 3 55:

Mussolini really makes his boot-shaped country toe
the mark.
Liberal Trade-in Allowance
Someone said that dogs are great creatures to trade.
Guess they do barker a little.

N. S. CROSBY

"What goes up must come down." Pity those who
got A's at the 12 weeks.
The "silent one" of the tasty tid-bits says that the
Parrot has the best coffee in B. G. We would like to
know on what grvundt they baa* that statement?

Bowling Green, Ohio

JEWELER
111 W. Woo. tor St

Bowling Cms

The silent one sees a lot t' .**
warm summer nights at the eity
park . . . The Five Brothers' stag
party was a big success—cabbage
leaves and all that . . . Emil Ihnat
may be a songwriter some sweet day
.... Archie Steele is a cute littla
dish washer; a gift to some modern can-opener . . . Discovered; Bill
Cromer is nice when you get a
chance to know him . . .
Surely
something swell-elegant
sends the schools sinners and sports
to seek superior sundaes and sodas
—at the Parrot! . . . Mary McClure's
taking an awful beating on those P.
M. wrappers . . . Congrats to Welda on her scholarship offer . . . Alice
Smucker Is really a stunner . . .
After a hard game of tennis or a
stiff exam, relax in the comfortable,
air-conditioned,
luxurious
atmosphere at the Parrot ... It was a
pleasure for June Reed to dance with
Delhis exclusively . . The school should
be highly commended for its activities
last week-end. The track meet and
scholarship day showed remarkable
progress tor the University. The Skol
pledges are a lot the same, but they'll
never again get the attention they did
last week.
Adv.

?*»****
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STEADY INCREASE IN ENROLLMENT
MARKS RAPID GROWTH OF UNIVERSITY
Attendance Leapt From
War Time Low Of 208
To Present 1290

to understand what the new drawing card for men students is in this
ichool.

Hitting a new high in enrollment
figures this year, Bowling Green
State University has shown a steady increase in numbers since its beginning.
In 1914-16 the school was founded
as a normal college. Since then the
addition of a College of Liberal Arts
in 1929 and a College of Business
Administration and a Graduate
School, granting masters degrees.
In 1936 have contributed greatly to
the increased enrollment.
Three hundred eighty two students registered in the initial year.
Until the United States entered the
World War, when only 208 students
enrolled, there was a gradual increase.

Homecoming Date Is
Earlier This Year

Depression Hurts Enrollment
Following the war decline another
increase started. This climb culminated with a high of 1162 in 1930-31.
Then the depression caused enrollment here to decrease to a low of
787 in 1934-35. Since then the increase has been steadily upward and
this year there are 1290 students enrolled in regular academic work. The
total net enrollment here from June
1938 to June 1939 mounts to 2609
students. This figure includes students in summer sessions, graduate
courses, extension classes as well as
degree courses and diploma courses.
In 1923-24 (earliest figures available) there were 434 two-year diploma students and only 141 degree students. This gap gradually closed until in 1930-31 there were 678 twoyear students and 674 degree students. This year there are about
1200 degree students and about 90
registered as two year students.

(Continued from page 1, col. 6)

Men Catch Women
This year also ends a traditional
situation which has always haunted
this campus. There no longer will be
need for girls to go without dates.
In the beginning women out-numbered men about 6 to 1. Since then
things have changed. Addition of a
liberal arts course and a business
course have drawn men to this campus. This year (first semester) there
are 637 men and 663 women enrolled in academic work. This permits
only 16 women to escape "unhitched."
In two-year diploma work 1 man
has registered and 106 women. In degree education courses there are
819 men and 461 women. In the College of Liberal Arts men outnumber
women 3 to 1, figures showing 167
men and 46 women. With 119 men
to 15 women enrolled in the College
of Business Administration it is easy

Homecoming celebrations for 1939
will be moved up to October 20-21
from the customary November date
in an effort to take advantage of the
milder weather of the earlier month.
On Saturday afternoon of homecoming the Falcons will meet the
strong team of Otterbein College.
Campus improvements will be
featured in the program of the celebration.

Expect 2000 Alumni For
Anniversary Celebration
Since the Silver Anniversary Jubilee is being held in connection with
the June commencement exercises, a
great number of former students are
expected to attend all programs given
during the three-day periods from
June 3 and 6.

Independents Send
Seven Candidates
Into Elections
Maddock Leads Non-FratNon-Sorority Students
Campus independents are offering a slate of seven candidates in the
election today in an effort to give
equal representation to the majority
of the student* of the University,
who do not belong to any fraternity
or sorority, according to the chairman of the third party group, Ernest
Maddock.
The Independent Party, says Maddock, is planning to continue its efforts next year, and with more time
for organisation at that time, it expects to conduct an extensive campaign for class offices.
The ballot being offered today is
as follows:
Sophomore representatives to Student Council: Roger Wheeler, Ralph
Rotzel, and Stella Callienne.
Junior representatives to Student
Council: Malcolm Acocks, Ross Kistner and Emest Maddock.
Junior Social Committee: Marjorie
Squire.

ALUMNI—
WHEN YOU COME TO BEE GEE DO AS THE
UNDERGRADUATES DO
Make The
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SPEECH DEPARTMENT BOASTS MANY AND
VARIED ACTIVITIES IN YEAR'S WORK
The speech department has been a valuable asset to the University in offering entertainment, speech improvemnt projrrams,
and practical experience to the student body.
Last summer the University secured a recording machine
to aid in speech correction work. Last fall Kermit Long of
Bellevue, under the supervision of Mr. Upton Palmer, worked
with students who were handicapped by defective speech. Three
courses, American Speech, Speech Improvement, and Speech
Clinic, were offered during the second semester to aid in training students in this work. Eleven members of the speech improvement class have been carrying on with the students with
speech defeats. Forty-two persons'
have been receiving aid in the speech
clinic.
During the yesr the speech department has presented two three-act
plays and has presented the Pitt
Players of the University of Pittsburgh in one three-act play.
WELCOME ALUMNI!
When you're in B. G. for
the
Silver
Anniversary
celebration you'll find the
finest foods at the

Cla-Zel
Restaurant
(Next to Cla-Zel Theatre)

Jewelers
Licensed Optometrists

$17.95

ISO E. WOOSTER ST.

Bargains lik* this throughout
our entire .tore in Diamonds,
Silver, ate.

MAKE YOUR VISIT IN BOWLING GREEN MORE

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
A thorough ere examination by
• Licensed Optometrist. GUii•• furnished Until May 20 for

ENJOYABLE AT THE

$7.00

ICE CREAM

It's

warm

TOLEDO

One Night Only
Thursday, May II
GLEN GRAY

Silver Anniversary

YOURSELF AT THE

HOLLAND ICE
CREAM SHOP

IS HAPPY
TO CONGRATULATE
B. G. S. U.

Air Conditioned

ON ITS SILVER

117 S. Main St.

ANNIVERSARY

CONGRATULATIONS

B.

G.

S.

U

MAY YOUR FINE PROGRESS CONTINUE

ALUMNI
WHEN IN BOWLING GREEN
ITS THE

GIANT HAMBURGER
FOR FINE FOODS
NEXT TO CROSS MOTOR SALES

$12.95
(If you wish to save, we save
you)

University Folk* Eat Hmrm

Strawser's

THE THRILL OF BUS
TRA VEL

and the
Try our Frosted Malted Milk—the drink you
eat with a spoon.

Smitty's Ice
Cream

CASA LOMA
Orchestra
with
KENNY SARGENT
"PEE WEE" HUNT

America's youngest transportation service offers an endless variety of scenes and experiences not possible under other means of travel.
The net work of bus lines throughout the United States brings almost
every city, town and village within travel distance of your home.

Bus travel is
smart
dependable
comfortable
economical
Bowling Green State University is fortunate in being served by one of the
largest and most modern bus lines in the state. The company is noteworthy for its new equipment, courteous and well trained drivers and its
dependable service.
The Cincinnati & Lake Erie Bus System, serves Toledo, Bowling Green, North Baltimore, Findlay, Lima, Wapakoneta, Sidney, Piqua, Troy, Dayton, Wright Field, Osborn,
London, West Jefferson, Columbus, Urbana, West Liberty, Bellefontaine, Indian Lake,
Columbus Grove, Ottawa, Gilboa, Miamisburg, Franklin, Middletown, Germantown,
Trenton, Hamilton. Also connection for Oxford, Cincinnati and points south. Special
service through the summer months to Miami Valley Chautauqua, Franklin, Ohio.
A variety of low fare tours, including
the two World's Fairs are available this
year.
Ask C&LE ticket agent for details.

Hotel Millikin
105 S. Main St
Bowling Green, O.
Phone 2411

Cincinnati & Lake Erie Bus Company

MONTGOMERY WARD

Bowl-

When you're here for the

TRIANON
MADISON AT 15th

in

ing Green too—

Monty's
Beauty Salon

Bifocal ilaiin in fin* ground
buiM, complete in frame

FOUNTAIN SPECIALTIES
SANDWICHES
118 North Main Street

ALUMNI—

Strawser's

A REGULAR STOP

PURITY CONFECTIONERY

With the celebrated dance band
will be Kenny Sargent and "Pee
Wee' Hunt, featured soloists.

COOL AND REFRESH

PARKER WATCHES — Handsome, the newer designs in 17
Jewel, regular $29.75.
Until
May 20

ALUMNI

Glen Gray and His Cosa Loma
Orchestra will play at the Trianon
Ballroom in Toledo tomorrow
night.

Prof. James W. Carmichael and
Prof. Palmer have together directed
teams in intercollegiate debate, oratory, and extempore speech. In the
past year, debate teams entered 100
debates with other colleges and universities.

Established Since 1878

WHITEHOUSE HAMBURGER
SHOP

Glen Gray And Casa Lomana
At Trianon Thursday
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B. G. U. Places Second In Thirteenth N. W. 0. District Track Meet
Hayes Tops Conference Shot
Put Record With 44*11" Toss

The Natatorium-Dreams Coming True

DE SALES COLLEGE
1 AGAIN
FALLS TO

Falcons Garner 55 1-2 Points To
Finish A Strong Second In Meet

FALCON NETTERS

The 13th annual Northwestern Ohio College Invitational
Track and Field meet was held on the Bowling Green track last
Saturday, May 6. The Falcons of B. G. made an excellent showing and finished a strong second, far ahead of other competing
schools, with a score of 55 1-2 points. The Rockets of T. U. tallied 71 1-2 points to retain the championship which they won in
1938.
This meet was the first to be held on the newly constructed
track and it was the first meet of such importance to be held here.
The acquisition of such an excellent track plant climaxes twenty
years of thinclad competion for the^
Falcons and this meet was worthy of
bring held on the dedication day.
Other teams scoring were:
Ohio Northern, 39 V»;

University Coeds
To Compete In
Telegraphic Meet

——

TOM SINGELL HALTS
STRONG HILLSDALE
HORSEHIDE SQUAD

HIiiIIIi'ii. 26;

Wittenberg, 17tt;
Heidelberg, 11;
Findlay, 3.
A large crowd of visiting high
school students witnessed Jhe meet and
they were favored by two record
breaking performances. Bob Hayes
of T. U. tossed the shot 44'11" to
break a record set by Long of O. N.
in 1987, A preliminary heave of 48*
6" by Srhulmnn of It. Q, forced llaye*
to the record breaking throw. Don
Young of T. U. erased his own murk
of 51.11 in i In 440 when he sprinted
that distance in 51.4.

FALCON NINE WILL
INVADE MICHIGAN
NORMAL SATURDAY

M. BUDD COX HIRED
AS NEW UNIVERSITY
SWIMMING COACH

SWIM COACH

Steele, Stewart, And
McNeil Lead Hitters In
Close Encounter
A strong Hillsdale nine proved to
be just another stepping stone on the
Falcon's road to a successful season
as they fell before the Orange anil
Brown 3-2 Tuesday, May 2 in the
Michigan town.
Although Bowling Green collected
eleven hi!s they were able to
push only three runs across the plate,
but Tom Singell, pitching and winning his second game of the season,
scattered seven Dale blows and limited them to two runs, and in doing
so made his team-mates three runs
good enough for victory. The losers
two runs came in the second when
Tom temporarily weakened, allowing
three safeties. The rest of the game
found him invincible, however, and
after the fourth inning not an opposing batsman reached second base.
The winning run came in the ninth
as Welker walked to open the inning.
He was sent to second on a sacrifice
by Singell nnd later scored on Archie
Steel's third hit of the afternoon, a
sharp single to center.
Singell went the entire distance,
pitching excellent ball, Fry, on the
opposing mound, was also effective
in keeping the Falcon hits scattered,
hut the locals were not to be denied
of victory.

Thirteen University women have
registered to try-out for the nationwide Intercollegiate Archery Telegraphic meet which is scheduled for
the week beginning May 13.
They are Eleanor McElhaney,
Klaine Andrews, Marilce Hargcsheimer, Shirley Hanna, Betty Hendrickson, Doris Cottrcll, Irene Pfeiffer, Lola llarth, Betty Bishop, Opal
Korkhold, Bonny Boulis, Marie Haker,
Allene Schnatter and Rose O'Brien,
Other co-eds are strongly urged
to sign immodiately for the meet as
there should be sixteen competing
in the tournament.
In 1938 Bowling Green ranked
fifth in the list of 37 teams, in the
midwest. This high rating was made
by Cottrcll, Lee, Shirley Hanna,
Box Score
Lini, Hurlburt, Lut/., Williams and
AB R H A E
Hargi-shelmer, Three of these have
Steele, cf
5 0 3 0 0
entered again this year.
Duir, If
3 0 0 0 0
Stewart, 8b
.4224 0
Boyer, o
3 0 110
Sponsor Square Dance In
McNeil, if
4 0 2 0 0
C. Michaels, ss
4 0 2 6 2
Men's Gym Tomorrow
Welker, lb
3 1110
' On Thursday night at seven Mussill, 2b
4 0 0 0 0
o'clock the Logan County Club with Singell, p
4 0 0 10
the Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A. will Qrignon, If
2 0 0 0 0
Sponsor an all-campus square dance
in the men's gym.
36 3 11 12 2
Runs batted in—McNeil, C. Micheals, Steele; two base hits—McNeil;
three base hits—Welker; bases on
balls—Boyer, Welker; stolen bases—
Steele (2), Welker.

Coeds Learn To Shoot

M. Boo Co/

Stellermen Drop 1-0
Thriller To Strong
Findlay Oilers

Women Physical
Education Teachers
To Meet Nov. 3-4

Singell Allows
Six Hits In Losing

A fluke triple in the second inning enabled Findlay to score a 1-0
victory over Bowling Green last FriWomen who teach physical eduday, thus snapping the Falcon winning cation in the colleges and universities
streak at two games.
of Ohio will meet on the Bowling
The game, played on the city park Green University campus, Nov. 8-4,
for a program of entertainment and
diamond was a thriller from start to
discussion, according to Miss Carofinish and was one of the best col- line Shaw, professor of physical edlege bull games seen here.
ucation.
Findlay scored its only anil winnRuth Glassow of the University of
ing run in the second stanza. Colston Wisconsin is scheduled to give a talk
singled and after Drake was retired OB testing, nccording to Miss Kathleen Lowrie of Wooster, who is in
Ponzuric lifted a pop fly over first charge of the program.
base that neither Welker, Pick or

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
on their
SILVER ANNIVERSARY

Ypsi Team Boasts Strong
Players; To Offer Bee
Gee Enviable Record

DeSales racketeers, seeking revenge for an early season white
washing at the hands of the local netters, gained anything but that aa the
Inman charges romped to a sparkling
straight set 7-0 victory at their expense at the local courts Friday evening.
The Falcon racket wielders were
in rare form as they swept every
set in the five singles and two doubles
matches.
In the first singles match, Dick
Wilke, whipped Van Wormer, DeSales left handed ace 6-2, 6-3.
"Boots" Wilkins took his match from
Blackburn 6-0, 6-0, while John
"Shaeffer" McMahon took the third
singles match 6-2, 6-3. In the fourth
and fifth singles encounters, Jim
Hollingcr and Fritz Barna took Conklin and Gill for a count of 6-1, 6-0.
6-0 respectively.
The
Wilke-Wilkins combination
won the first doubles from Blackbum and Van Wormer 8-4, 8-8, McMahon and Hollinger teamed together
to defeat Knight and Gill 6-0, 6-0.

Saturday, May 13, the baseball
nine enters Michigan for the second
time this year. The Falcons, already
victorious over Hillsdale, will challenge the highly touted Michigan
State Normal team. Yipsilanti already holds victories over Michigan
State, Oberlin, and Wooster. The
only black mark on their record ia
a defeat handed them by Hillsdale.
Because of this black mark, the Falcons will enter the game as slight
favorites, but relative scores mean
very little when these two schools
clash.
At present the Stellermen are hitting at a clip better than .300 and
are receiving grade A pitching from
Tommy Singell. If they are able to
display the same bi'aiid of ball that
they have been, the Hurons will have
a handfull when the Falcons enter the
Briggs built park next Saturday.

FOOTBALL

400 Athletes To
Invade Campus For
SCHEDULE District Prep Meet

The 1939 football schedule is
as follows:
Sept. 23 Hiram
Sept. 30 Blurtton
Oct. 7 (open)
Oct. 14 Capital
Oct. 21 Otterbein (Homecoming)
Oct. 28 Wittenberg
Nov. 4 Kent
Nov. 11 Findlay

Women Gym Students
To Ride For P. E. Credit
For the first time in the history
of the University women will be able
to take up riding as a sport when
about 12 co-eds from Miss Wrey
Warner's restricted gym classes enroll at the Findlay Riding academy
this spring.

landing carromed off onto the golf
course nnd by the time the ball was
retrieved the batter was on third and
one run was across the plate.

1939 Spring Catalogue

WE WISH TO EXTEND
OUR CONGRATULATIONS

Now Ready

TO

The Falcons threatened in the
fourth when Stewart slammed out
a long triple but the rally was stopped when he was caught trying to
•core on Rod Boyer's fly to short left
field. Again in the ninth the Orangemen thundered, but were unable to
acore. Stewart and Boyer singled and
C. Micheals lined a drive to left that
fell foul by inches before he walked
to fill the bases, but Grignon popped
to the second baseman to end the
game.

Four hundred of Northwestern
Ohio's finest athletes will compete
on the University field, May 20, in
the annual Northwestern Ohio District Track and Field meet for Class
A and B high schools.
The counties to be represented in
the meet include Allen, Auglaize, Defiance, Fulton, Putnam, Van Wert,
Williams and Wood.
The number of entries to take
advantage of the University's well
equipped athletic plant has increased
over B0 from last year.
The following members of the
University staff are now making
plans for the meet: Paul E. Landis,
general chairman; Warren E. Steller,
eligibilities and entries; Harry Ockerman, luncheon; James R. Inman,
dressing quarters; Daniel J. Crowley,
ticket sales; and Duncan Scott, publicity.

Write for

Grignon could field, The hall after ■^rt/\A/v\rtrt^Arb.%i^^A^^^^^^^wv^

Riflery, also a new sport for women this year, was open to restricted
gym classes. Men from the Bowling
Green rifle club took the girls in
Tom Singell, Falcon ironman, went
hand and gave expert advice on the
correct ways of holding and shooting. the entire route issuing but six hits,
but Snoddy, Findlay hurler, alloted
Bee Gee the same number. Tippy
Micheals, young shortstop stole the
fielding show aa he twice robbed
Findlay batsmen of hit* by making
CONGRATULATIONS
sensational catches of hard hit ground
balls over second base.

to

Melvin BuHd Cox, '38 graduate of
Ohio State, will assume his duties
•n thr Physical Education Department as swimming instructor and
foothal) assistnut this fall, according
to a statement from President F. J.
Prout early this week.
Mr. Cox, who is now teaching at
Oberlin C"|I ce, has had extrusive
training in the swimming field. He
also served as assistant coach under
Francis A. Schmidt, Ohio State's Big
Ten Coach.
Cox will have complete supervision of the natutorium and all swimming courses and intercollegiate compctitioiiH. His duties on the gridiron
have not yet been defined.
lie was A. A. U. middle-weight
champ of Ohio in 1931, and played
pro-football with the Cleveland Rams
in 1936.

Inman Charges Romp
Through Seven Straight
Sets To Shut Out Sailors

B. G. S. U.
ON THEIR
SILVER JUBILEE

Rappaport's

RGUNSEVEILE ROHM
K.

"For Everything"

DECORATIONS
Gifts

Novelties
Greeting Cards

Greenwood House

Candy
i^AAAASAASA^MV^AMAA^WWV

Congratulations!
To Bowling Green
State University

from a
NEIGHBOR AND FRIEND

THE ATHLETIC SUPPLY
CO.

ALUMNI—WHILE IN BOWLING GREEN,
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT THE

SHELL CAFE
On East Wooster Street

330 Superior Street

Toledo, O.

ALL KINDS OF EATS AND COLD DRINKS
George Al(drich

Hazel Crest, 111.
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All Sorts From All Sports Falcons Have Colorful Sports Record During First Quarter Century
By Bill Frutig
Some facts discovered about the 25 years' existence of Bee Gee U while
browsing thru old newspapers, talking to coaches, and scanning old records
of athletes reveal that the boys in those days were just as colorful, just as
good as the present crop, and that the younger generation isn't changing
—the old people are.
Of particular concern to most of us is the fact that appearing on those files located in the Physical Education
Building after the names of each of these athletes is the
phrase, "position secured". Translated into English, this
refers to the fact that the individual in question has nothing to worry about as far as economic security is concerned. In other words, he's not on relief, not sweating away
in some factory, nor is he in need.
The records and discussions revealed that the greatest pitcher Bee Gee ever had ia now a chemist in an
eastern oil company ... He pitched three no-hitters in
his collegiate career, and his name was Earl Wittmer . . .
Bill Frutig
Gus Skibbie caught him.
Another colorful Falcon was "Muns" Bachman, the long shot artist
in basketball. He also holds the record for kicking the most points after
touchdowns in a single game. Incidentally, this is a world's record, for
in that 150-0 contest against Findlay College he kicked 21 of the 23 points
converted.
Then there's Gus Skibbie of the local high school who. before the freshmen rule went into effect, won 15 letters, which is a big feat in any conference.
Discovered that good ol' Doc Lake pbycd football in his day as a
t'cklr, and also was a member of the tennis team.
The coach nt Waite, Jack Mollenkopf, was an end and also caughl
a good game of ball for the Falcons, according to the coaches' memories.
Johnnie Hartman, who new teaches music and coaches at Holland, held
the Ohio conference records in the 100, 220, and low hurdles as an undergraduate for the old Bowling Green Normal.
Bill Ogden, miler and 2 miler, now coach at Adrian. Mich., and Joe
McDaniels, 880 man and present superintendent at Weston, ran on the
s«me team . . . Joe was the smallest fellow with the longest stride that Coach
I.Hiidis has ever seen . . . These boys competed on slow, soft tracks in their
day; and if running now would be top notchers.
Ansell Edington was the sprinting and broad jump champion of the
Northwestern Ohio conference.
The best shot putter before Schulman was a little skinny fellow who
tossed it 40 feet with nothing but form and speed . . . His name was Erwin
Price, and plenty good in those days.

EVERY MAN GIVEN A SPORT UNDER
INTRAMURAIS LAUNCHED BY LANDIS
Always striving to maintain an interesting program of athletics for
non-varsity men on the campus, the
intramural department under the
direction of Coach Paul E. Landis is
the most popular promotion on the
campus.
Intramurals were first organized
ten years ago under the direction of
Mr. Landis and have continued to
grow each year until the department
boasts that it reaches every man in
the University in their program.
The competition in the various leagues is furnished by the three fraternity teams. As in the past these three
organizations dominate the team
tournaments and battle it out for
their fraternity. Seldom do independent organizations rout one of these
frat teams.

With an increased enrollment and
additional facilities the intramural
program of Bowling Green is rapidly
expanding. New tennis courts, horse
shoe pits, mnd shuffle board courts
are only a part of the vast plant
which will start operation next fall.
Each year the intramural department conducts tournaments and contesta in the following sports: archery,
shuffle board, horse shoes, tennis,
softbalL volley ball, badminton, paddle tennis, ping pong, basketball,
handbaH, boxing, and golf.
READ THE ADS

Intramural championships find the
Five Brothers jnst a shade ahead of
the Delhis.

1939 Grid Team To B. G. Basketball
Today's Playing
Have 14 Lettermen Endures Difficult
Recalls Past Stars
The 1939 football team led by CapOne of the highlights of by-gone
tain-elect Ed Siminski, tackle, will History To Reach
days still remains fresh in the minds
include Al Sosky, Steve Brudiinski,
of Bowling Green basketball fans.
Paul Miles, and Elsie Nibeck, as backs, Present High Rank
Back in the 193B-'36 season the highand "Big George" Madaras, Mike Kormaiis, "Red" Edwards, Lamar Knecht.
Bob Barnett, and "Chuck" Catanese
in the line. Coach Harry Ockerman
announced this team following the
completion of spring football practice. All of these men named for
first team positions are lettermen.
Of the 46 candidates who participated in spring practices, 14 are lettermen. A host of freshmen athletes
have skirmished the regulars during
the past season, and many of them
will see action during the 1939 season.
Although the schedule for next
season is not too stiff the Falcon
squad needs at least three important
improvements before it can win consistently according to
University
athletic leaders. These are: (1) ability of the team to click as a marching
unit, (2) a fighting spirit, and (3)
sufficient reserve strength to replace
weakened regulars when the occasion demands.

Improvements Delay
Baseball Progress
By Richard Dunipace
Bowling Green State University^
extensive federal building program
has jeopardized and at the same time
aided the development of baseball
as a major sport on the campus.
At the time the construction of
the new stadium was undertaken,
Coach Warren SUller was progressing rapidly in his effort to develop
talent for baaeball, but since then'
were no level cow pastures in the
near vicinity of the University, the
sport was most unceremoniously dropped from the athletic setup.
Soon the athletic officials realized,
however, that there were fine prospects going undeveloped and the
University's prestige in the conference was being lowered. So baseball
found life once more, slowly at first,
but surely.
Finally a federal grant was made
that called for the construction of
a playing field. While the project
was under way, Coach Steller scheduled most of the games away from
home with a few being held on the
City Park diamond.
With the completion of the new
field this spring, baseball should regain the position that it once held in
University athletics. Another fa:tor
to stimulate the Bport is the abundance of good players this year.

Modern dancing, a new type of
women's sport on the University
campus, was begun about three years
ly touted University of Toledo Rock- ago.
By Al SautUr
ets invaded the Falcon's nest. This
Miss Emilie Hartman, who is well
Back in 1917, when the Allies were was before the days of Chuckovits, versed in the art, has promoted the
still chasing the Germans around in Bishop, and Zechmnn, and in the era Modern Dance club, started in 1937.
of Cliff Conrad and Orlo Thomas, The purpose of the club is to adthe hills of France, the first basketFalcon flashes, and Charles Cupp, T. vance the theory of the dance.
ball team in the history of Bowling U. basketeer. The game was played
This type of dancing is usable for
Green State University was form- in the local gymnasium before a
its trend to the creative, developed. In those days the campus was packed house. The Rockets sputtered,
ment of personality, and general allcomposed of a pair of buildings the Falcons clawed, powder exploded.
around development, Miss Hartman
(which still remain), and basketball j feathets flew, and the end of the
said. The women are taught grace
games were played beneath the au- ; fracas found the Falcons battered
and poise. All physical education maditorium and in what is now the re- and scratched, but they had succeedjors and minors are required to take
ception Hall. The game, although ed in riding the Rockets into submisthe modern dance course, but it ia
played with two hoops and a ball, sion.
also open to any student.
hardly resembles the modern game.
The last two years, however have
One hand shots and pivot plays were
seen the Falcons rise to the top in
almost sacrilegious and fouls were Ohio Conference competition. DurREAD THE ADS
called only when blood was drawn.
ing this period the locals have tastIn those days when men were men, ed defeat but twice on their own
and only men, several coaches saw floor. Wittenberg in 1937 and Wooservice under the Falcon banner. In- | ster in the last season have been the
cluded in this group was present ath- , only schools to outscore the Orange
letic director Warren E. Steller. Then and Brown, In this period such
for fine Pastries, Bread
in 1925 Coach Paul Landis was inau- I schools as Michigan State Normal,
gurated into service.
and Rolls
[Marietta, Capital. Heidelberg, FindIn his first year here the new coach ;lay, Youngstown, and Detroit Tech
186 S. Main
Ph. 6471
set a record that was only surpassed have fallen befoie the Falcon's surge
recently when a Bowling Green team to the top.
The Bakery That Bake,
won sixteen of the twenty games
Outstanding players as well as
to Sell Again
played. That 1937 and IMS team j teams have been turned out at this
lost only to Wittenberg,
Akron. school. Recent years have found FalHeidelberg, and Otterbein). Dur- con players names appearing on Alling the first years of Coach l.an Ohio squads. Harold Bishop, captain
dis reign, Bowling Green was tops of next year's squad has received
in the old Northwestern Ohio Con- honors both years that he has play25 YEARS OF
ference. When
that organization ed college ball, as has Jim Zechman.
broke up Bee Gee joined the larger
When the capacity crowd of two
Ohio Conference, where they still re- thousand at the Wooster game this
PROGRESS
main. For several years the Orange season is computed with the mere
and Brown served as a doormat for handful of rooters of the days when
these schools, but eventually the Fal- girls gym shorts covered their knees,
cons clawed their way to the top it is easy to see that not only has
where at present they are considered the game, teams, and players changed
B. G. S. U.'s achievements
as one of the top teams in the con- to the better, but also have the paid
ference.
admissions and gate receipts inare integral parts of the
creased.
city's growth

Randall's Bakery

QUESTION:

Where

an old grad count

can
on a

DISTINCTIVE
STYLES,.

good meal when he conies

J.J.NEWBERRYCO.
is proud

to B. G.?

to say "congratulations"
ANSWER:

It's simple!

of the many
shoe* we
have in stock.
Look over our

DORMAN'S

■election.

RESTAURANT

i/u„rj//„

202 S. Main St.

WELCOME TO TOMATOLAND

Hartman Develop* Modern
Dancing As Women's Sport
On Bowling Green Campus

FROM A ONE ROOM
NORMAL TO A
GREAT UNIVERSITY
IN 25 YEARS
Such progress deserves
the finest praise

CONGRATULATIONS
B. G. S. U.
May your progress
continue

(

PLAN

Hansaker's j
Walgreen
Pharmacy

AUGUST

TO

23, 24,

ATTEND

25, 26

THIS GALA

UHLMANS
SHOE STORE

228 N. Main St.
Leroy "Beefy" Bortel, '34, Mgr.

inclusive

CELEBRATION

The Drug Store on the
square

re 2
BEST WISHES

• «,

TO B. G. S. U.
THE LAND WHERE TOMATO IS DNG

FOR
MANY YEARS

ANNOUNCING

OF CONTINUED
PROGRESS

THE SECOND ANNUAL WOOD COUNTY
/

THE IDEAL
CLEANERS

SOHIO SERVICE
STATION

TOMATO FESTIVAL
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Corner Prospect and Wooster Sts.

.

■J

T 1

It is our sincere wish that the
next quarter century shall see
the University advance even
farther than it has in the past
quarter century. Now that its
adolescence is passing, we look
forward to a maturing and
broadening that will solidify
Bowling Green State University's position as a truly excellent
educational institution

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT
128 W. Wooster

G. W. Beattie, Prop.
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MESSAGE FROM ALUMNI PRESIDENT

STUDENT COUNCIL
SET UP IN 1936

Honored for Quarter Century at Bowling Green

Only once in the existence of our Alma Mater can we
participate in the celebration of her Silver Anniversary.
That opportunity is coming to us this year.
The quarter of a century has shown growth, progress,
service and influence toward the better things of life. And
we have every reason to view the future with optimism.
You are cordially invited and urged to be back on the
campus for the Alumni Banquet on June 3, at 6:30 and the
Silver Aninversary Celebration, June 4 at 8 o'clock.
Plan
now to attend, so that we can enjoy these happy occasions
together.

After a long campaign by student
groups climaxed by a student poll
on February 12, 1936, the Student
Council was established by a 20 to
1 majority. There were 523 votes in
favor of establishing the student government association and 25 opposed.
Proponents of the association desired voice in student problems and
administration. Opponents of the association felt that the organization
would be worthless because it would
have insufficient power to be of any
value to the student body.
At a meeting of the student body,
conducted as part of an assembly
program, leaders set up machinery
to start organising. Dale Kellogg,
'36, chairman of the organisation
committee, lead in composing a constitution for the association. This constitution was established by student
vote immediately.
In March 1936, the student body
voted for the first candidates for
the council. Dale Kellogg, serving as
the first president, lead the council
in vain attempts for reform.
Since then Earl Cryer, '37 and
George Squire, '38 have succeeded as
presidents of the council. This year
Al Cryer is president.
The psst year the council has been
busy carrying out an extensive program which included the placing of
University signs at the city limits of
Bowling Green and an elaborate sign
on the campus.
This years members include George
Beattie, Jane Hobart, and Al Cryer,
seniors; Lyman Keown (vice-president), Josephine Mercer, and Weldon
Brooks, juniors; Darl Gatchell (sectreas.), Meredith Miller, and John
Rohrs, sophomores; Richard Slater,
Hilda Glover, and Janet Stump,
freshman.

Ralph A. Schaller, President
B. G. S. U. Alumni Association

Summer School Opens 25th Year On
June 12; Post Summer Session Begins In
August; Band School Will Come In June
The twenty-fifth annual summer
school term of Bowling Green State
University opens for eight weeks
June 12, 1939. The post-summer session will be held August 7 to 25. Prof.
C. P. Church's Band School will be
held June 5 to July 1.
Courses in all departments except science will be offered. The following graduate instruction will be
offered: Biology—Problems in General Physiology and Plant Societies
(Ecology);
education — Philosophy
of Modern Education, Diagnostic
Testing and Remedial Teaching, The
Social Approach to Education, Education Administration, and Administration of Audio-Visual Aids in Education; English—Drama, and a Seminar in Poetry; French*—French Literature in the Second Half of the
Ninletcenth Century; history—The
West in American History, and European Expansion; Latin—Letters of
Cicero and a Historical Survey of
Latin Literature; mathematical—Modern Algebra and Algebraic Geomtry; and sociology—Poverty.
Dr. L. L. Ramseyer, president of
Blufton College, will instruct classes
in audio-visual education again this
summer. One course is to be "AudioVisual Aids in Education", including
the planning of excursions, the construction and use of visual material!,
and the use of the radio as an edutlonal instrument. A course in "Administration of Audio-Visual Aldi in
Education" will deal with the fundamental principles underlying the use
Be

assured

food
vice

and

of

good

refined

combined

serwith

hospitality at the

Bowling Green
Tea Room
133 W. Wooster St.

of visual aids in the school, and will
stress the provision and care of
equipment, construction and storage
of materials, evaluation of material,
and in-service training of teachers in
the use of visual aids and the radio.
Post-summer session curriculum
will be determined later according to
demand.
The Training School and classes
in English and history in the Junior
and Senior High Schools will be
maintained for the purpose of practice teaching.
Entertainment this summer includes two concerts, one given by
the Lima Choral Society, and one
given by the Cambrian Male Choir.
Lectures by Frank D. Slutz, E. Howard Griggs, and Judge J. M. Braude;
an organ recital by Cyril Barker;
concerts by the Metropolitan Quartette and the Bennett Sextet will
comprise the program for the general
assemblies
At Its Silver Anniversary program on June 3-4, Bowling Oreen State University will pay tribute to
Special instructors for the summer
flve persons who were members of the origins! faculty in 1814. They are Dr. Rea McCain, head of English
will be: Dr. L. L. Ramseyer, in eddepartment; Dr. J. R. Overman, dean of the College of Liberal Arts; Prof. E. L. Moseley. professor-emeritus
ucation; and Mr. A. B. Conklin, Miss
of biology and curator of the University museum; Dr. H. B. Williams, president-emeritus and alumni relaALUMNI
tions director; and Prof. O. W. Beattle, former professor of sgriculture.
Helen Hayes, Mr. J. J. Klenfelter,
Miss Nellie Randall, Mr. Paul W.
Follow the crowd at
Scheid, and Mr. Franklin Skibbie,
critic teachers.
lunch time to
Conductors for the Band School
will be: George E. Wain, Oberlin
College; Glenn C. Bainum, Northwestern University; Mark H. Hindsley, Editor, Bee Gee News:
We wish to express our appreciatThe portrait of the late Dr. R. E>
University of Illinois, and Chas. F.
Church, Bowling Green State Uni- ion through your columns to the 600 Olfenhauer being painted by George ity to contribute to either of these
Cor. Court and Prospect
University students who graded pa- Dinckel, Toledo artist, is well under funds may send their checks to Prof.
versity.
pers, recorded and tabulated results, way and will be ready for present- Schwarz.
helped in the entertainment of our ation at Commencement in June.
Two Year Improvement
and in any other way conMr. Dinckei is painting the porProgram Nears $1,000,000 guests,
tributed to Scholarship Day.
trait entirely from photographs, de(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
Your cooperation and loyalty were scriptions and personal impressions
needed, and you did your part well. given him by various groups.
CONGRATULATIONS
■Urtely $150,000. The room itself was
We thank you heartily.
The student body, various organienlarged; the old stage was replaced
W. C. Hoppes, vice-chairman zations and employees of the Uniby a large modern one with entire
B. G. S. U.
in charge of administration versity have contributed to the port?tugo facilities for professional protests
trait
fund.
Since
the
faculty
underductions. In addition to this a $11,000
ON YOUR 25 YEARS OF GROWTH
W. C. Jordan, vice-chairman wrote the $600 necessary to have
organ hat. been installed.
in charge of entertainment
the portrait painted, it will make up
Outdoor Theatre Being Built

Hoppes And Jordan OFFENMAUER PORTRAIT NEARS FINISH;
Express Gratitude

KOHL LOAN FUND BEING COLLECTED

Two PWA appropriations totaling
a general campus improvement proover $200,000 have been expended in
ject. This program Includes an outdoor theatre which is located on the
lot behind Williams Hall. Built in a
natural bowl with the stage landscaped with evergreens, the seating
capacity of the theatre will be 2000.
The PWA grants provided for the
construction of six concrete tennis
courts behind the stadium, a cross
LAST TWO DAYS
wnlk on the west library lawn, a new
WALLACE BEERY in
playground for the training school,
"Sergeant Madden"
a parking space in the lot between
FRI.-SAT.
May 12-13
tne science hall and the PA building,
L. Tracy - V. Weldler in
and a park east of the University
"Fixer Dugan"
buildings. This park will contain a
8 days starting Sun., May 14
luudscaped pool, a bird sanctuary, an
aboretum for biological purposes, and
in general will give the students a
place to walk in leisure hours and hold
picnics. Funds from these grants
wem also used in repainting all the
buildings on the campus.

AT THE BOWLING GREEN THEATRES
CLA-ZEL

LYRIC

WED.-THUR.-FRI.
May 10-11-12
BOB BURNS in

"I'm From Missouri"
All students 16c Wcd.-Thu.-Fri.
SAT. — Open 2:15 — May 13
PAL DAY

2 for 31c

WAYNE MORRIS in

"Valley of The Giant."
Adm. llc-26c. Bring an-other adult along for die
additional.
SUN.-MON.
May
Open 2:15 Sun.
BETTE DAVIS in

"Dark Victory"

II IS

LESLIE HOWARD
BERNARD SHAW'S

PYGMALION
m WENDY HILLER ■ warm i»«««,
IC0IT SUNUtSlAND-MtHlt 10 US*

any deficit by assessment.
The student loan and scholarship
funds in honor of the late Dr. C. C.
Kohl is in the process of collection,
and an appreciable sum has been contributed by the faculty, alumni, and
various organizations.
Prof. John Schwari is chairman
of the committee on gifts, memorials, and endowments and is assisted
by Miss Helen Henderson, Miss
Caroline Nielsen, Dr. C. G. Swsnson
and Dr. E. G. Knepper.
Any alumni wishing the opportun-

Best withe* on your
Silver Anniversary

University Service
Station

MORRIS

631 E. Wooster St.
Dependable Linco Products
C. Yoder, Prop. Bowling Green

5 & 10 CENT STORE

at the

Ross Hotel
Air Cooled

Moderate Rates

WILL BE GLAD TO SERVE UNIVERSITY
PEOPLE AS THE INSTITUTION
CONTINUES ITS PROGRESS

Congratulations
on your Silver Anniversary
from your
University Jeweler
OFFICIAL FRATERNITY
and SORORITY JEWELER

Proud that we have been associated with its
students and faculty

VISIT OUR NEW STORE FOR—
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
JEWELRY
SILVER
GIFTS
CARDS

GIBSON'S
HOME RESTAURANT

KLEVERS

138 North M.i. Street

JEWELRY STORE

GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
IN ITS

You Are Welcome

KESSELS

READ THE ADS

WE ARE HAPPY TO SEE BOWLING

Alumni—

Carl & Inez
Sandwich Shop

RAPID GROWTH
AND

1X1 N. Mala St

Roy Klavar
(Same location)

BEE GEE NEWS

U. OF C DEAN TO
GIVE COMMENCEMENT
DAY ADDRESS, JUNE 5
Tippet Of Columbus Is
Baccalaureate Speaker
Dr. Charles W. Gilkey, dean of
the University of Chicago Chapel,
and Dr. Donald H. Tippett of Bexley Church, Columbus, will be the
principal speakers at the commencement programs to be held June 4 and
6 at Bowling Green State University.
Dr. Tippett will deliver the baccalaureate sermon at 3 P. M. Sunday, June 4, and Dr. Gilkey will
speak at the commencement service
at 10 A. M. Monday, June 6.
Studied in Germany
Upsn his graduation from Harvard,
Dr. Gilkey studied in theological
schools in Germany and Great Britain. With his return to America he
assumed the pastorate of the Hyde
Park Baptist Church in Chicago,
which he held for 18 years.
He resigned that position in 1923
to become dean of the University
of Chicago chapel. He is a mem
ber of the Board of Governors of
International House, Chicago, and
of the Board of Trustees of George
Williams College.
Former Colorado Professor
In 1938 he became a member of
the American Seminar to Europe and
the Geneva (Switzerland) Institute
of International Relations.
Dr. Tippett is a member of Kappa
Delta Pi, Phi Kappa Delta, the Theta
Phi. He is very active in local affairs in Columbus and in Franklin
County.
READ THE ADS
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Thumbnail Sketch Of Activities Of Bowling Green Alumni
Be DR. H. B. WILLIAMS. Pre.idenl-Emerilu.

Ross Herr '20 received the doctor- s
Marquette, Mich. Nellie M. Randall Harding High School, Marion. He has the bnporlaat School positions in this I aid jiieady is re-srii.sxd by the citiate from the University of Chicago,
is a teacher of English in the Bowling achieved a wide reputation as a section of Ohio. In 193? he was select- ■ zens and teachers of iiis city as a
was a professor in the Chicago Nor- Green High School. Don C. Simkins teacher of biology.
ed as city superintendent at Van Wert I thoroughly competent educator.
Kenton Moore '23 received the docmal College for several years and is is the progressive superintendent at
now principal of a large elementary Mt. Cory, and frequently returns to tor's degree from Western Reserve
school in Chicago.
the University to check up on some University and was a teacher in the
TO BOWLING GREEN UNIVERSITY
Thomas A. Edison School, Cleveland,
The Offerman sisters '20 have project which he is investigating.
Our sincere wishes for another quarter
John J. Fuller '22 received the in charge of testing and guidance
both served long terms as assistant
county superintendents of schools, doctorate from Ohio State Univer- work. He is now professor of Educentury of progress
Kate in Wood County and Elizabeth sity. He has held college positions in cation at Intermountain Union College,
Montana.
Idaho,
Oregon
and
New
Mexico,
and
in Ottawa County.
Ivan E. (Doc) Lake '23 is still
Two of the Treece boys '20 have is now director of student teaching
connected with the Daily Sentinelachieved notable records in Wood at the University of Tennessee.
Richard J. Langstaff '22 is head of Tribune. Some day the University
County, Dale as superintendent at
the
history department of Scott High should honor him with the degree of
Bloomdale and Clive as principal of
116 S. MAIN ST.
A. L. SLOAN, M»r.
School,
Toledo. He has been a mem- B. D. (Doctor of Boosters). He dethe Perrysburg High School.
ber of the summer session staff of serves it.
The Sough boys '20 are showing the University and is recognized as
Palmer B. Huffman '23 has long
the same energy in active life which a thorough scholar and superior been a teacher in the Perrysburg
they did as students. Claitus is manHigh School. Two of his sons are now
teacher.
ager of District No. 8 of the Bureau
CONGRATULATIONS
Gladys A. Risden '22 has the doc- enrolled in the music department of
of Unemployment Compensation and
torate from Ohio State. She has held the University and there are more
Lester is in a similar position in
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
positions at Bowling Green, Ober- to follow.
Hancock County.
Two of the leaders of the Class of
lin, Buffalo State Teachers College
That Bowling Green graduates are and is now assistant professor of '24 are deceased: Esther Russell and
giving a good account of themselves Education at Muskingum College.
We have watched you're growth from a small
Morris Bistline. Esther passed away
in administration positions in Ohio i
Ralph Schaller "22 was principal a few years ago after a fine career
Normal School to a great University.
evident from the appointment on May at Waterville and Haskins, and has as a teacher at Mentor. Morris (Bob4 of Superintendent W. A. Whitman been teacher of biology in the Bowl- bie Bistline) made an outstanding
'20 of Holland, Ohio, to the position of ing Green High School since 1926. record as a coach and teacher of
MAY YOUR PROGRESS CONTINUE
county superintendent of Sandusky He has been active in the interests of mathematics ut Bliasfield, Mich, and
County.
was called to a similar position at
the alumni of the University.
Mrs. B. H. Urschel '20 (Lillian
E. E. Leidy '22 hns the master's Scott High School, Toledo, until his
Tressel) resides in Bowling Green degree from Ohio State and has ser- death last winter ended a useful and
and is as loyal to the interests of ved efficiently as superintendent at promising career.
Next Door to Cla-Zel
C. Delano Fox '24 rendered long
the University as she was as a stu- North Baltimore for several years.
dent and member of the faculty. Her He is a recognized leader in school and notable service as superintendent
75 Years In Bowling Green
of schools at Stryker and earned for
sister Grace '27 has been an instruc- administration.
tor in Latin in the University since
Doolen Bain '23 is a teacher in the Dimwit deserved promotion to one of
1937.
The degree class of '21 consisted
of only three students: Charles S.
Clucas took the doctorate at Ohio
State University and is now professor of psychology and education at
Marquette State Teachers College,

THE CITY LOAN

ROGERS BROS. DRUG STORE

We wish to extend our best
VISITING ALUMNI

THE LORAIN COAL
& DOCK COMPANY

wishes for the continued growth
1343 TERMINAL TOWER

MAKE THE

of Bowling Green State

CLEVELAND, OHIO

University

MILLIKIN HOTEL
YOUR STOPPING PLACE
WHEN IN BOWLING GREEN FOR THE

The Ohio Fuel Gas Co.

The compliments of The Wood

UNIVERSITY'S SILVER ANNIVERSARY

161 S. Main St.

County Local Board of Insurance
Agents

CORNER MAIN AND WOOSTERS STS.

The Equitable Savings and Loan Co.
which celebrated if* fiftieth anniversary
on February * lot

THE BAKER-SHINDLER
CONTRACTING COMPANY

Congratulates The Bowling Green State University
upon its 25th anniversary, and upon the enviable
position it has reached at this time.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

We hope its success and prestige will continue to
grow for the next 25 years.

DEFIANCE, OHIO

THE EQUITABLE SAVINGS &
LOAN COMPANY
133 E. Wooiter St.

Bowling Groan, O.

Congratulations
Bowling Green State University
on your
25 years of progress

OVER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF

SERVICE
IN THE INTEREST OF
HEALTH AND CONVENIENCE

We congratulate Bowling Green State University on their 25th anniversary and express
our sincere best wishes for continued success.

NATIONAL LIBRARY BINDERY
COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Fred L. Adams
W. H. Bachman & Son
A. Earl Harger
C. B. Eberly
The Nearing Agency
C. C. Petteys
Wood County Insurance Agency
M. D. Wilson
T. C. Wooden
S. E. Tyson

• Since before the founding of the University a
quarter of a century ago we have served the
community, and the University in the constant progress toward a higher standard of
Irving, maintaining always that better plumbing and heating means brighter and healthier
living.

WE ARE HAPPY TO
HAVE BEEN A
PART OF IT

PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS FOR
e SHATZEL HALL
•
•
•
•
e
•
•

PRACTICAL ARTS BLDC.
UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
STADIUM
WOMANS PHYSICAL ED. BLDC.
MEN'S CYMNASIUM
NATATORIUM
MEN'S DORMITORY

UNIVERSITY REMODELING AND MAINTENANCE

KNOWLTON CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
BANK OF WOOD COUNTY BUILDING

J. W. GILLESPIE
Plumbing •• Heating — Electrical Contractor
140 No. Main Stroot

PHONE 4SS1

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
Builders of The New Men's Dormitory
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GRAZIA GRANT TO REIGN AT ANNUAL
MAY DAY FESTIVITIES NEXT WEEK

Bowling Green's Queen of the May

by peggy slade

Seven Sister Sorority To Sponsor
Tea Dance In Reception Hall

HOW WE CAME

«»

«>

Las Amiga* Sorority To
Hold Elections Tuesday
Annual election of officers and
installation will be held at the next
meeting of the Las Amigaa Sorority,
Tuesday, May 10. Helen Smelt*, Virginia Frances, and Mnrjorie Chapman are on the nominating committee.
Several of the girls at the house
spent the week-end at the home of
Helen Rychner in Pettisville, O., and
Ann Yacheo was a guest at the house.
Plans are being completed for the
annual Spring Formal to be held
May 27, in the Reception Hall. The
sorority has signed Duncan Williams
of Lima to play for the affair. Muny
alumnae are expected to attend the
dunce.

<>

<>

Quill Typers To Picnic At
Maumee's Side Cut Park
The annual Quill-Type picnic will
be held at Side-Cut Park, Maumee,
May 17. Refreshments, games, and
dancing will be features of the party. Members and their guests are requested to meet at the P. A. building
■t 4:30, where transportation to the
park will be provided.

<>
«»
Delhis Will Stag Tonight
At Vollmar's Park
Plans for the annual stag party
to be held May 10 at Vollmar's Park
are rapidly being completed.
The annual Delhi picnic, to be held
the last day of school, is being planned now. At the head of the committee is Dwight Toedter.
o
«>
Book and Motor Initiates
The Book and Motor Society will
initiate 11 new members into its circle May 27 at the annual spring dinner to be held at the Woman's Club.
The newly elected members are:
Virginia Cross, Bowling Green; Rose
Dehnhoff, Van Buren; Helen Frum.
Richwood; Lucy Hay wood and Lewis
Knaggs, both of Rudolph; Ralph Mey
er, Ottawa; Mary Owen, Toledo; Rich- j
ard Schafer. Pioneer; Evelyn Sim-1
mons. Cygnet; Mabel Stelzcr, Spencerville; and Martha Withrow, Van
Buren.

I'hrutra girls met lost Thursday
evening to enable the pledges to
make up their necessary points in
preparation for the third degree.
This degree was administered at
the meeting last night. The pledges
were required to give a 45-minute
program for the entertainment of the
actives.
Plans are going ahead for formal
initiation of pledges next Tuesday
night.

<>

«>

Phi Alpha Chi Elects
Harold Parker President
In a special meeting Friday night.
Phi Alphu Chi, national honorary
accounting fraternity, elected Harold
Parker president for the coming
year. Parker is a Junior from Swanton, Ohio.
Other officers elected were: Ronald lleilman, vice-president; John
Rohrs, treasurer; Richard Fruth, corresponding secretary; Don Cooper,
sergeant-ut-arms.
Prof. Bennett B. Quillan was again
chosen sponsor of the organization.
o
o

THERE'LL COME A DAY

Miss Orazla Grant, senior
the campus at the annual May
State University on May 16.
Miss Helen Smeltr, sophomore

of Defiance. O, will be crowned queen of
Day ceremony to be held at Bowling Green
Miss Grant was elected by student vote.
of Wlllard, O, will be queen attendant.

Affair Held In Practical
Arts Building Studio

PETTY'S
Garage and Gas Sta.

Shanly & Highfield
To Attend Pi Kappa
Delta Initiation

We presa Tu»
Formala cleaned
Sheet.
Pillow Caeea
Towela
W.ah Cloth.

40c
75c
Be

Kappa Delta Pi To
Grant Local Group
Charter Saturday

166 W. Wooster

We Feed 'em Right
Come in end try ill

25c
QUICK LUNCH

CONGRATULATIONS
B. G. S. U.

Dial 2981

THE

WOMAN'S CLUB DINING ROOM
Joins eagerly in celebrating the Silver
Anniversary of the University

ALUMNI—You will find here a cc.njer.ial at-

WE ARE PROUD OF
OUR ASSOCIATION
WITH YOU

May your growth
continue

Huge bunches of purple grapes
simulated with balloons were the
outstanding decorative feature of
the Annual Spring Formal of the
Skol Sorority, held May 6, in the
University Reception Hall. At the
intermission the Sorority song was
'""ft. and punch and wafers were served. Dick Hanselman, of Toledo,
played for the dance.
Among the guests were Pres. and
Mrs. F. J. Prout, Dr. and Mrs. S. H.
Lowrie, and Dr. and Mrs. Clyde Hissong, and the sorority advisors Miss
Enna Pigg, and Dr. Florence Williamson, and Mrs. Lena Smith, Skol
housemother.
Florence Coover, June Reed, Hilda
Glover, Elaine Hunter, Sara Charles,
Harriet Ernst, Lynette Purkey, Nola
Billhimer, Jeannette Zachman, Gladys
Bisher, Mildred Wolfe and Ruth
Esckilsen became members of the
sorority last evening in
formal initiation ceremony,

A
JustPi^t
Coiffure

DID YOU KNOW?
In the spring of '34 a movement
was started for a Student Council?
That the seniors of '31 held a dinner on April 9 to plan Senior Week?
At the close of '31 school session, the
band was stranded without a drum
major, and that now we have three?
"Take time. Check and double
check your brave knight. Facts may
be hard to face, but being tied to a
fool or knave is worse." Jan. 5, 1932
(BG News) By 1936 there was a
movement to buy all past dance orchestras, just no good; now we rate
internationally known Fletcher Henderson.

YOUR VERY-OWN I
There is one 'Just right!' Coiffure, for complementing your personality — and only one! It ia
that one, Individualised Coiffure
which our Hair stylists will design,
and create, for you. Less, will not
do your attractiveness full justice!
Come in soon and see what we
mean!

Ideal Beauty Shop
PHONE 2231
126 EAST WOOSTER ST.

AS THE UNIVERSITY GROWS
BOWLING GREEN GROWS

WE ARE HAPPY TO CONGRATULATE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UPON ITS
25 YEARS OF PROGRESS

THE BANK OF WOOD COUNTY CO.
Member

CORNER COURT AND PROSPECT

J. C. PENNEY
CO.

For Reservation! Call 6701

136 S. Main St.

mosphere for you reunions.

Quoted from the Jan. 2, 1932 issue: "We sent them the goods—then
lent them the cash to pay the interest—then extended a moratorium to
secure privute debts in order to sell
more goods. Just who pays the debt
anyhow?"
In a 1936 issue—"Beginning in
July, the war department will train
1,000 reserve officers a year for 10
years, us regular army second lieutenants—Does that indicate the world
is St peace? The only way we can
command respect of other nations is
to be able to enforce a respectful attitude."
Hold tight, Hold tight, etc.—no
wonder America is singing that song.
It's about the best thing you can do,
in 1939.
In the summer school session of
'36 the Skols held a steak roast from
9:30 to 12 P. M. at the Portage quarry—swimming, singing and eating,
quite exciting don't you think? Why
can't we soon?

Skols Entertain At
Annual Dance

3 He
2c
U

Home Laundry and
Dependable Dry
Cleaners

Time For Spring Lubricants
"We Never Close"
Opposite the Post Office

The Emerson Parliament of 1936
held for discussion the question,
"Should a marriage bureau be organized at Bowling Green State University for romantic students?" That
idea still seems to be growing on our
campus for Dr. Burkhart of Columbus, under the auspices of the Y. M.
C. A. discussed "Sex and Marriage"
on April 27, 1939. Maybe next year:
we will have an enlightening course i
on marital problems.

UNIVERSITY STAFF AND TRUSTEES HONOR
EVER-CONSTANT WAR
PRESIDENT AT FORMAL RECEPTION
PROBLEMS

President and Mrs. F. J. Prout
were honored by the faculty of the
University and the Board of Trustees
Kappa Delta Pi, national honor
at a formal reception in Studio B of
the Practical Arts Building on Thurs- society in education, will grant a
day, Muy 4. In the receiving line charter to the newly created local
Five Brothers Enjoy
were Dr. and Mrs, H. B. Williams, and chapter of the organization on May
Annual Frat Stag Party
the Deans of the three Colleges, Dr. 18, at 6:30 in the studio of the
Approximately 00 brothers attend- and Mrs. Overman, Dr. and Mrs. Practical Arts building with the soed the Five Brothers stag party last Clyde Hissong, apd Dr. and Mrs. R. cieties from Ohio University and
Wednesday
evening.
Dale Good, G. Harshman. Guests were presented Heidelberg College.
chairman of the social committee, | to President and Mrs. Prout at the
Dr. T. C. McCracken,
national
was assisted by Ed Siminski, Burt opposite end of the studio which was president, and Dr. E. I. F. Williams,
Gamble, and Pat Weitz.
I beautifully decorated with deep red national secretary-treasurer, will be
Twenty-three neophytes were given 'snapdragons and other flowers.
|in charge of the initiation. Following
their second degree Tuesday. They
At the close of the evening light this ceremony, a dinner will be serwart also assigned various duties of refreshments were served. Univer- j ved in Shatzel Hall,
cleaning the house and yard.
sity students assisted the faculty I Temporary officers elected at the
Meadowbrook park has been chosen committees in ushering and serving, initial meeting in March were: presas the site for the Five Brother picThe faculty committees were: re- ident, Dorothy Mooney, Fremont;
nic to be held June 2.
freshments, Miss Laura Heston, Miss vice-president, Raymond Light, SulBrother Bill Fraker is recovering Madge Johnson; invitations, Miss phur
Springs;
historian-reporter,
rapidly from a recent operation and Florence
Litchfield,
Dr.
Joseph Welda Berlincourt, Fremont; secreexpects to be back in school within Shafer, Miss Marguerite Carpenter; tary-treasurer, Dorothy Robertson,
the next week.
decorations, Miss Caroline Nielsen, Haskins. The organizing committee
<>
<>
Prof. Waldo Steidtman, Miss Vivian of the faculty included Dr. Walter
Craun; music, Prof. Kennedy, and Zaugg, Dr. Florence Williamson and
Kappa Phi Ceremonies
presentations, Miss A. Wrey Warner Dr. Clyde Hissong.
Planned For Thursday
Qualifications for membership inA formal banquet nt the Woman's and Prof. Charles F. Reebs.
clude a junior standing in the colClub will follow the initiation of new
lege and a ranking in the upper
members and installation of the new
quartile of the University.
officers of Kappa Phi, Thursday,
W/VW\AftSyVWflrtrWVW^W^rJV
May 11.
Miss Dorothy Blackmore, Toledo,
Dance Orchestra
is the newly-elected president and
JIMMIE VOLLMER
will be a representative to the na5557 Secor Road
Bowling Green will be representtional conclave in Massachusetts this
ed by Harlan Highfield and Arthur
Toledo, O.
LA. 6098
summer.
Shanly at the annual tri-college Pi
«^rt/w%ft/w%ftA^^^%ft^^^^^^^vv^
Kappa Delta initiation at HeidelHer. to Continued Progress
berg May 13. Highfield and Shanly
For B. G. S. U.
will be among speakers from Heidlebcrg, Toledo University and Bowling
CHURCH SHOE SHOP Green.
140 W. Wooster St.
Pledges from the three schools will
A^WJWA^VW
be initiated at the meeting.

Special Rate
For College Students

Three Deans Agree
On Departmental
Division Of Duties

Ivan E. "Doc" Lake, '23, was draft!ed in 1931 to write a complete hisFor the purpose of efficient ad'tory of Bowling Green State College.
ministration and for a clear state' He wrote, in this first historical accourt of the University, that efforts ment of responsibility, the various
teacher's training in- departments of the University were
were severely op- last week definitely placed under the
posed by Ohio' jurigdjction o{ the three deang of
State and Miami.'
the colleges.
A bill to create
The assignments were made as
the college was
introduced
b y follows:
Dean Clyde Hissong—biology, edSenator Richard
A.
Beatty
of ucation, history, home economics, inWood County in I dustrial arts, psychology.
1908, but it was
Dean J. R. Overman—English, fornot until Jan. I eign language, mathematics, music,
24, 1910, that, physical science, speech.
the
movement
Dean Ralph G. Harshman—busifor Bowling ness administration, business educaGreen State Nor- tion, economics, geography afld geomal gained momentum, when Repre- I logy, physical education, sociology,
sentative J. H. Lowry of Napoleon
Although these assignments are
introduced a bill which passed on,not necessarily permanent, they will
Feb. 19, 1910.
be in force until further notice. NeiflNY ADVANCEMENT?
'tner is the distribution based upon
In "Quoting Our Professors," pub- colleges, but is merely an assignment
lished by Jan. 5, 1932 in the Bee of departments to deans.
misinformation." Dean Overman was
quoted as saying, "If you've got any
brains, you don't show them."

May Day festivities are the next major event of interest socially, and, weather permitting, Grazia Grant, our 1939 Queen
of May will reign on Tuesday, May 16, on the East lawn of the
Library Building. Helen Smeltz, attendant, will place the crown
and will immediately precede the queen in the
[cortege made up of a court of honor, two trumpeters, small boys and girls, and the girl graduates
| of the University.
In the court of honor will be Jean Diver, Ruth
| Smith, Elma Johnson, Margaret Bender, Ruth
Hibbard, Violet Brubaker, Dorothy Mooney, and
Dorothy Ogen. The two trumpeters are Helen
English and Welda Berlincourt.
Following the ceremonious crowning there will
be English Country dances by the Modern Dance
Club under the direction of Miss Emilie Hartman,
V. Fr
after which the Seven Sister sorority will sponsor the Annual May Day Tea Dance until six o'clock in the University Reception Hall.
«>
<>
Seven Sitter* Entertain
Phratra Gives Third
65 Couple* At Formal
Degree To Fro*h Pledge*
Delicate flowers in a rock garden
with blue witters and blue stars enhanced with colored spot lights created the atmosphere of romance at the '
annual Seven Sister formal in the
reception hall last Saturday evening.
Jimmy Volmcr's rhythms kept the
spring pastel formals nimbly moving
in a fragrance of corsiiges.
With the return of 12 alumnae, the
Seven Sisters entertained 65 couples.
The committce-chuirmcn
for the
dance were: Marion Kncpper, decoration; Margaret Znugg and Ruth
Allen, orchestra, and (irncc Heater,
refreshments.

from me to you
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